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Between 1980 and 1992, the Austrian painter Maître Leherb created six eight-by-eight meter majolica paintings in
Faenza, Italy, for the then new buildings of the Vienna University of Economics. The images show the six continents:
Australia, Asia, Europe, America, Africa and the Antartic. Leherb had to compress each continent history into one
picture and did so using allegories refering to what seem to be the key moments of each land in the fashion of
what ressembles surrealism.
A debate about the pictures started recently. It is, as in many other European cities, a controversy about dealing
with colonialism and its heritage in the form of monuments and commemorative plaques, which usually glorify
the former colonial powers, in the form of works of art or literature. Leherb, who loved the ‘anti’, would probably be
surprised to be accused of lacking critical distance regarding the painted content. Of course, this current criticism
has a lot to do with the actual atmosphere where communities, minorities step up to fight for their rights and
destruct all signs of pride or celebration to the harm done.
As the artwork can’t be moved and was considered for some time to be covered. Given the fact that maitre Leherb
never gave a description about his master piece other than the one you can find on the top, the public in the
person of the Academy of fine Arts Vienna decided to engage a conversation with the group of works under this
form:

While its historic main building on Schillerplatz is being renovated, between 2017 and 2020
the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna will take shelter in a complex of buildings which used to
house the Vienna University of Economics and Business. Since its erection in the early 1980s,
the spacious entrance hall of this complex has featured the monumental and permanent exhibition of the faience cycle »The Continents« (1980-92) by Austrian artist Maître Leherb (19331997). The pictures of the continents »Europe«, »America«, »Africa«, »Asia«, »Australia«, and
»Antarctica« are mounted on ceramic tiles of a size of 64 square meters each and represent
stereotypical views of the continents, which, from a postcolonial perspective and against the
backdrop of feminist history of art, must be regarded with a very critical eye. For the duration
of its use of the building, the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna will put the faiences into context by
creating a dialog between the works of art and a variety of theoretical and critical approaches.
For this purpose, a number of quotes by renowned scientists, authors and artists will be conspicuously displayed on the sides of the faiences. Most of these texts, selected in cooperation
with Christian Kravagna, Professor of Postcolonial Studies at the Academy, date back to the
time when the faiences were created and represent critical, decolonial and feminist discourses.
By providing this context, we aim to encourage a contemporary approach to Leherb‘s art, and
to provoke criticism of stereotyping, colonial and sexist content.
www.akbild.ac.at/Portal/universitaet/uber-uns/news/2018/kontextualisierung-der-kontinentbilder-von-maitre-leherb-im-ausweichquartier-augasse/Handout_Kontextualisierung_Kontinentbilder_web.pdf

So, the sensitivity might have been different in the 80’s and 90’s, which doesn’t serve Maître Leherb’s
work in a changed context with different concerns. The paintings, even if adressing the ecological, political
and social preoccupations of its time aren’t up to date when new questions are raised in our society.
The work being so massive and pretty much unmovable forced the public to find an other solution and started this
conversation with the corpus to recontextualize it and talk about the weaknesses and contemporary incorrectness.
Placing the group of works in the middle of a reflection as a base to adress these issues allowed us to keep the
images in place and preserve the memory of a time past which we shouldn’t forget and on top of which we should
keep building.

Maître Leherb’s Continents in a building like a time
capsule.

